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Winter Dawn of Töreboda (Sweden), often referred to as a symphonic metal act, seek to create
an immersive musical experience reminiscent of a cold and tranquil winter dawn. Biting frost,
heavy snow and a majestic sun represented by thoughtful melodies, arrangements and lyrics
with additional fundamentals of heavy metal.
To provide an example of this philosophy, Winter Dawn released the debut album ‘By Embers Embraced’
independently on 27th September 2013 through Record Union. Sorrow Eternal summed it up as follows:
”Winter Dawn are better than half the bands that are signed to major labels and they probably put
100% more effort and work into their songs. If you’re a fan of symphonic metal, don’t pass this up.”

The band was founded in early 2007 and have since then evolved gradually with bands like Nightwish,
Sonata Arctica and Dark Tranquillity as main influences through the three EP’s ’Beyond Redemption’
(2008), ’Wishing Well’ (2010) and ’Dead under the Sun’ (2011). In 2012, inspired by the new collaboration
with producer Berndt Baumgartner, Winter Dawn stepped it up a notch through more frequent
performances and by putting more effort into song arrangements and defining their own sound. The
increased effort also led to their greatest live experience so far at the festival ’Törebodafestivalen’ 2012
(44.000 visitors total) where each of the three festival days were concluded by a harder act, Amaranthe
and Asta Kask being the other two. Having already recorded the single ’My Desolation’, Winter Dawn
continued working on the debut album after the gig and also filmed the video of ’My Desolation’.
”When we were shooting the scene where Simon chugs a bunch of pills, the concept of sugar pills
had never occured to us. Well, at least he substantially lowered his risk of becoming pregnant. Also,
we are yet to hear from any authorities regarding the public baby carriage inferno” says Anders

Dahlén, song writer and keyboard player of Winter Dawn, regarding the video shoot of ’My Desolation’.
So what else is there to know about Winter Dawn?
· Suffering from temporary insanity, they recorded a cover and video of ’Bad Romance’ in 2011
· Members Andreas and Robin Lindblad are brothers, and Simon is their cousin
As for the future, you never know what it may hold, but one thing is for certain. Dawn is coming.
More specifically, in the words of drummer Andreas Lindblad: ”There are plans for a physical release

and additional promotion of ’By Embers Embraced’, release gig included, and there is already
enough material for a new album. We are aiming for the festival stages where this kind of music
belongs, and where you can create a fitting atmosphere.”
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